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1 Introduction

These days, a number of software developers create their software by drawing it. These engineers
do not merely hand-translate a paper flowchart into text source code, or wield software tools to
transform a UML diagram into C++. With graphical programming, the diagram is the source
code, depicted as an arrangement of nodes connected by wires. Each piece of data flows through
the wires, to be consumed by nodes that transform the data mathematically or perform some
action such as I/O.

FGML (Fuzzy Graphic Modeling Library) is a MATLAB/Simulink1 library which brings fuzzy
modeling entities to the MATLAB environment in a graphical modeling manner. Fuzzy modeling
tools may be applied to solve several kinds of tasks which have a common denominator vagueness.
The following task belong among the typical ones solved by advanced fuzzy modeling tools:

• Fuzzy control

• Decision making

• Object classification and pattern recognition

• Approximation of functions

Practical problems are usually too complex and difficult to be modeled only by one technique,
therefore a combination of several approaches is used to design system for solving the task. It
turns out to be practically necessary to use such tools, which enable to design hierarchical and
heterogeneous systems.

1.1 Visual programming

Visual programming [1] is programming in which more than one dimension is used to convey se-
mantics. Examples of such additional dimensions are the use of multi-dimensional objects, the

1Simulink is a tool for simulating dynamic systems with a graphical interface specially developed for this purpose.
Within the MATLAB environment, Simulink is a MATLAB toolbox that differs from the other toolboxes, both in
this special interface and in the special “programming technique” associated with it. There is a further difference,
in that the source code of the Simulink system is not open, but this is of no concern for our purposes. The goal
of this chapter is to introduce simple manipulations with Simulink and to clarify the interaction of Simulink with
MATLAB.
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use of spatial relationships, or the use of the time dimension to specify “before-after” semantic
relationships. Each potentially-significant multi-dimensional object or relationship is a token (just
as in traditional textual programming languages each word is a token) and the collection of one
or more such tokens is a visual expression. Examples of visual expressions used in visual pro-
gramming include diagrams, free-hand sketches, icons, or demonstrations of actions performed
by graphical objects. When a programming languages (semantically-significant) syntax includes
visual expressions, the programming language is a visual programming language (VPL).

Although traditional textual programming languages often incorporate two-dimensional syn-
tax devices in a limited way – an x-dimension to convey a legal linear string in the language,
and a y-dimension allowing optional line spacing as a documentation device or for limited seman-
tics (such as “continued from previous line”) – only one of these dimensions conveys semantics,
and the second dimension has been limited to a teletype notion of spatial relationships so as to
be expressible in a one-dimensional string grammar. Thus, multidimensionality is the essential
difference between VPLs and strictly textual languages.

2 Installation

1. Extract archive file fgml.zip to arbitrary folder. This file contains library itself, license and
one complex example of the library usage – hierarchic model ’houses’ which is mentioned
later in this document.

2. Run MATLAB

3. Add instalation directory to MATLAB search path.

3 Library usage

Library fgm library.mdl makes accessible algorithms from the software package LFLC 2000 [2]
to the MATLAB environment.

It contains following blocks:

Two input
inference

X1 [0;1]

X2 [0;1]

Y [0;1]

Three input
inference

X1 [0;1]

X2 [0;1]

X3 [0;1]

Y [0;1]

Rules from file

*.rb RB

Output Fuzzy
Variable

[0; 1]

One input
inference

X1 [0;1] Y [0;1]

LFLC
Inference

PbLD

RB

IN

OUT

Input Fuzzy
Variable

[0; 1]

Four input
inference

X1 [0;1]

X2 [0;1]

X3 [0;1]

X4 [0;1]

Y [0;1]

Defuzzyfication

Simple COG

Image: FGML library content.
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The user may drag-drop these blocks to his own models as he is used to do with standard
Simulink library browser.

4 Description of library blocks

• Input (Output) Fuzzy Variable: Enable to define context of input (output) linguistic
variables [4]. After double-clicking on the block user may specify low and high values for
corresponding fuzzy variable in the following dialog box:

Image: Dialog for definition of variable context.

• Rules from file: Allows the user to enter source file containing rules defining the behavior
of linguistic description.

• LFLC Inference: Represents the core of computation of the output. It defines the main
behaviour of the model. User may choose one from the following possibilities:

1. Perception-based Logical Deduction (see [5, 6])

2. Fuzzy Approximation (CNF)

3. Fuzzy Approximation (DNF) with Minimum

4. Fuzzy Approximation (DNF) with Product

5. Fuzzy Approximation (DNF) with  Lukasiewitcz

Image: Selection of the inference method.

One up to Four input inference blocks are pre-made blocks which are shortcuts to predefined
subblocks. For example Two input inference is defined for two variable input inference and
looks like this:
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Out1

1

Y

[0; 1]

X2

[0; 1]

X1

[0; 1]

Rules from file

*.rb RB

LFLC
Inference

PbLD

RB

IN

OUT

Defuzzyfication

Simple DEE
using COG

In2

2

In1

1

Image: Predefined two variable input inference.

• Defuzzification: The user may choose one of from the following defuzzification methods:

1. Simple Center of Gravity (COG)

2. Modified Center of Gravity (MCOG)

3. Simple Defuzzification of Linguistic Expressions (DEE)

4. Simple DEE using COG

5. Defuzzification of Linguistic Expressions

6. Mean of Maxima (MOM)

Image: Dialog for selection of the defuzzification method.

5 Example

For illustration purposes there is in the installation archive attached example called houses.mdl.
This example contains several linguistic models connected to hierarchic knowledge base which may
be used as demonstration of FGML capabilities.
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dst Center

25

WC

1

Technical characteristics

No of rooms [2;7]

No of bathrooms [1;4]

No of WC [1;4]

Heating [0;1]

Technical characteristics [0;1]

Sizes

House and garden [100 ;1000 ]

Land [0;500 ]

Sizes [0;1]

Rooms

4

RC

0.4

Price

3000

Other characteristics

Infrastructure [0;1]

Aesthetical characteristics [0;1]

Environment [0;1]

Other characteristics [0;1]

Neathness

0.6

Moderness

0.9

Main characteristics

Economical characteristics [0;1]

Technical characteristics [0;1]

Sizes [0;1]

Further equipment [0;1]

Main characteristics [0;1]

Land

400

Infrastructure

Distance from center [1;50 ]

Accessibility [0;1]

Neatness of access [0;1]

Infrastructure [0;1]

House and Garden

size

300

Heating

0.5

Global evaluation

Main characteristics [0;1]

Other Characteristics [0;1]

Y [0;1]

Garrage

0.3

Further equipment

Garage [0;1]

Cellar [0;1]
Further equipment [0;1]

Environment

0.8

Elegance

0.7

Economical characteristics

Price [2000 ;4000 ]

Reconstruction cost [0;1]

Economical characteristics [0;1]

Display 8

Display 7

Display 6

Display 5

Display 4

Display 3

Display 2

Display 1

Display

Cellar

0.2

Bathrooms

2

Appearance

0.9

Aesthetical characteristics

Appearance [0;1]

Modernness [0;1]

Elegance [0;1]

Aesthetical characteristics [0;1]

Accessibility

0.2

Image: Example of hierarchic model for the best house selection.

Out1

1

Rules from file

EconChar .rb RB

Reconstruction cost

[0; 1]

Price

[2000 ; 4000 ]

LFLC
Inference

PbLD

RB

IN

OUT

Economical characteristics

[0; 1]

Defuzzyfication

Simple DEE

In2

2

In1

1

Image: Part of the above model grouping economy related characteristics.

6 Conclusion

A possibility to visually design own system or visually modify a predefined typical system composed
from basic elements provided with the whole software package is the main advantage for users.
Due to principles of graphical programming, users of such a system are provided by incomparable
possibilities and by incomparable flexibility in comparison with classical systems.
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